Deep Web contains numerous data resources and it has been a hot topic in the database research field. There are many researches focused on Deep Web query interface discovery, form information extraction, etc. However, a very limited amount of studies are about Deep Web integrated query interface construction till now. This paper provides an integrated interface construction method based on Apriori Algorithm. This method uses the Apriori Algorithms nature of mining maximum frequent item sets to find the query conditions that appear frequently in one area, and accepts these query conditions as the layout in the integrated query interface. Then the method defines the control elements of the query conditions and their value ranges according to the principle that the integrated query interface must have good query translation function to every other query interface of this area. Finally, this method is used to construct integrated query interface for book area, and the result shows that the method is feasible to generate a friendly area representative integrated query interface.
Introduction
Deep Web contains a huge amount of information, which is not only high quality, but also often focuses on a specific domain. Traditional search engine cant access the information in the Deep Web because of the limitation of current technologies. Users have to visit numerous web sites to search for information stored in the back-end web database. In order to access the information in Deep Web more conveniently, the query interface integration for Deep Web was proposed [1] , which can provide users a unified query interface. Deep Web integrated query interface is an interface that users can access directly, it should not only contains most representative query conditions in the area, but also cater to the user's query habits. What's more, every query 5064 Science 10:15 (2013) [5063] [5064] [5065] [5066] [5067] [5068] [5069] [5070] [5071] [5072] [5073] [5074] [5075] interface should have convenient query conversion function. So how to construct the Deep Web integrated query interface is crucial for the quality of query results.
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Currently, there are rare researches or practical systems about Deep Web query interface construction. This paper proposes a Deep Web integrated query interface construction method based on Apriori algorithm and work out the following two products:
• Integrated query conditions selection we use Apriori algorithm to select the query conditions of integrated query interface, construct a mathematical model and mine the maximum frequent query conditions of an area, which are used to be the layout in integrated query interface.
• Control elements generation we summarize the conversion rules between different types of control elements, generate the rule library based on production system, and then determine the control element generation method, so as to solve the problems that the types of control elements are different and the value range varies.
Related Research
Researches about Deep Web query interface mainly focus on web query interface discovery, form information extraction, integrated query interface construction, etc. Researches related to this paper mainly are query conditions selection and control elements definition. The following is a summary of previous works in these two aspects.
In the selection of integrated query conditions, there're two kinds of ways [2] : One is to retain all query interface conditions according to Literature [3] . As the increasing of the number of available query interfaces in the same field, the number of query attributes is going to be stabilize; The other is to select parts of the query interface conditions, in the generation of integrated query interface, merge the conditions which are successful in pattern matching, and deposit the attributes which are failed in alternative attribute set, then select the query condition set according to the configuration. As to defining the label name of the query condition, most literatures use the majority rules, it means, the label name used most frequently would be chosen as the label name of the integrated query condition.
For the generation of the control element's value range, Literature divides value range merger into text-based merge and numeric-based merger. Considering the containing problem of textbased value range, it uses upper and lower similarity to define the attribution of value; and as to the problem of merging numeric-based value range, it takes a minimum rules to merge the value range.
In summary, the research about integrated query interface construction is still in the stage of text description, and there are a very limited amount of studies about this issue and no systematic Deep Web integrated query interface construction method was proposed till now. On the basis of previous studies, this paper proposes an integrated interface construction method based on Apriori Algorithm. Experiments show that this method can construct the integrated query interface well, and provide users with an area representative integrated query interface which has convenient conversion function.
Integrated Query Interface Construction Method Based on Apriori Algorithm
The Deep Web integrated interface construction method we proposed in this paper is divided into three parts: integrated query conditions selection, control element generation and value range generation. In this section, we will firstly explain query interface schema definition, then introduce integrated query conditions selection method based on Apriori Algorithm, finally introduce the control element generation method based on the production system and the value range generation method.
Query interface Schema Definition
Query interface is usually provided with the format of HTML form, as shown in Fig. 1 . Through submitting queries from the interface, we can access back-end web database. Schema definition is to describe the features of every query interface by unified and standardized way, for the convenient of large-scale integrated processing.
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Publication date: (tick here to search by date as well) In order to describe query interface, we improve the query interface definition based on literature [5] . The query interface is described by a triple:
And "url" is the access address of the query interface, "method" is the submitting mode of the interface, Set {Q1, Q2, Q3...} is the query conditions that the interface contains.
Query condition Qi(i = 1, 2, 3 . . .) is described by a quadruple:
And "labelname" is the label of the query condition, "RA" is the constraint attribute of this query condition, Set {C1, C2, C3...} is the control element that this query conditions contains, and relation is the relationship between the control elements.
Control element Ci(i = 1, 2, 3 . . .) is described by a quadruple:
And "label" is the label of this control element, "name" is the name of the control element value of name in HTML, "type" is the type of this control element, "value" is all the values in the control element After we recognize the Deep Web query interface and extract the interface attributes, we 
Integrated Query Conditions Selection
The task of integrated query conditions selection is to select the layout query conditions of the integrated query interface form from all of the query conditions in one area, and to generate their label names. Query conditions of integrated query interface should be representable in one area, and it can be understood as the most frequent query conditions in the area. We take use of Apriori algorithms' nature of mining maximal frequent item sets to select integrated query conditions, so as to obtain the most frequent query condition sets.
Apriori [7] is the most influential algorithm to mining Boolean association rules of frequent item sets. The algorithm requires two-step process:
Step 1 Retrieve all frequent item sets in transaction database through iteration;
Step 2 Uses frequent item sets to construct the rules which meet the minimum trust of users.
The flow chart of the step1 of Apriori algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 . This paper stores pattern matching query interface in the transaction database. Every query interface is regarded as a transaction, and the attribute of the query interface is the item of transaction. The following explains how to find out the maximal frequent item sets. We assume that the database D have 9 query interface transactions, scilicet |D| = 9, and its transaction data respectively are D1={I1 , I2, I3}, D2={I1, I2, I3, I5}, D3={I1, I3}, D4={I2, I3}, D5={I1, I3},  D6={I1, I2, I4}, D7={I2, I3}, D8={I2, I4} and D9={I1, I2, I5}. We use figure 4 to explain how Apriori algorithm finds frequent item sets.
According to Fig. 4 , we finally get {{I1, I2, I3}, {I1, I2, I5}} as frequent item sets. Attributes {I1, I2, I3} and {I1, I2, I5} are appeared frequently in query interfaces. Although the link of this two item sets {{I1, I2, I3, I5}} is cut in the algorithm stage, we can link this two sets as final result because we dont have to use the subsequent association rules in integrated attribute selection, scilicet I1, I2, I3, I5 attributes are selected to be integrated attributes. We use the majority rules to decide the label of the attribute. 
Generation of Query Conditions' Control Elements
We need to generate the control elements of the query conditions after query conditions selection. The same query condition in different query interfaces has different control elements in number and type, so when we generate the control elements we should consider their type and value range. What's more, the control elements should have good translation function, which can convert the information that user entered in one integrated interface into every other interface automatically.
The production system [8] is used to generate the control elements of the query conditions. Production system consists of three basic components:
• Fact baseStores declarative knowledge of the fact such as the state and nature of the problem, also known as the comprehensive database.
• Rule baseStores rules procedural knowledge such as state transition, nature changing of the related problem. It can be described as:
Among it, Ri is called the i-th rule in the rule base; RLS is the condition part of the rule which can be a logical combination of any clauses; RRS is the conclusion part of the rule which can be a conclusion or an operation, or the combination of more conclusion and operation.
• ControllerAccording to the controlling knowledge of the related problem, selects the control strategy, matches the rules and facts, and controls the process of knowledge-based reasoning for solving the problem, to infer new information.
Generation of query conditions' Control elements can be seen as a production system. Through observing the type of control elements of the query interfaces form, we find there are generally five kinds of control type, which are text type, text area type, select type, radio type and the checkbox type. Text and text area type are text input boxes, so we unify them to text type. Select and radio type both have a radio effect, so we classify them as one class, and use select type to represent radio type. We describe control element under an attribute as knowledge, and store this knowledge in the fact base which is shown in Table 1 . Rules base is used to describe integrated control element's generating rules, as the integrated query interface must have good query translation to every query interface of this area. According to the principles, we get the following rules:
• Single control and multiple control Queries of single control are difficult to be transformed to queries of multiple control, but queries of multiple control can be combined to a single query. Therefore, if the number of control elements of the same query condition in different query interface is different, we select single control.
• Select, checkbox and text type Text type's information is manually entered by users, select type doesn't just have its corresponding option. In the contrary, the items of select type is easy to be transformed to text. Therefore, if the control elements of the same query condition in different query interface have select, checkbox and text control, we select checkbox type or select type to be the integrated control element type.
• Select and checkbox type Conversion of the multiple choices to radio is much easier, therefore, if the control elements of the same query condition in different query interface have select and checkbox type control, we select checkbox type to be the integrated control element's type.
• Because time query condition contains complex and diverse control elements, we unify it to be select type.
The process of the controller is shown in Fig. 5 . According to the above theory, we can get the formula of the corresponding decision rules in the rule base as follows: 
Generation of the Control Elements Value Range
After generating query conditions' control elements, we should merge their value range and generate an integrated value range. Text-type control element's value is entered by user, so for value range generation we mainly consider control elements which belong to select and checkbox type. This article generates the value range according to the literature [4] , it divides value range merger into a text-based range merger and the numerical range merger.
Text-based value range merger: This is the merger when the value of the select or checkbox type control element is described as text. There are two problems need to be solved for text-based range merging.
(1) Among the values that represent the same semantic value, which value should be chosen as an integrated value?
(2) How to generate the possible contain relations of value range? For example: value "mysql" is a part of database, so how to generate integrated value which has a level.
To solve problem (1), we use the majority rule to choose the value which has the largest occurrence as an integrated value.
To solve problem (2), about the inclusion relation in the set of values, we use HowNet [9] Semantic Web to find the upper and lower relationship between the values, and then merge them.
Numeric value range merger: This is the merger when the value of the select or checkbox type control element is described as numerical. In the numerical range merger step, we encounter the following problems:
(1) The range of numeric values in different query interfaces may have alternating different parts, and can't be simply merged.
(2) Semantics words which are involved in the values will affect the result of the merger.
To solve problem (1), we use a minimum principle to merge the value.
To solve problem (2), we explain the semantic word by using the semantic translation dictionary, Semantic translation dictionary is shown in Table 2 . 
Implementation and Experimental Results
This paper demonstrates the method of integrated query interface construction by using eight query interfaces of book area, and then put this method into practice by using 42 query interfaces collected manually to construct integrated.
Data Resource
In this section, for easy understanding, we use the label of query condition to represent the query condition. We collect all the query conditions of eight query interfaces.
F1={commodity name, translator, publisher, class, price, discount, publication date};
F2={title of book, author/translator, publisher, ISBN, discount, Wenxuan price, publication date};
F3={title of book, translator, publisher, ISBN, discount, fixed price, publication date, top carriage date};
F4={title of book, translator, publisher, ISBN, discount, price, publication date, top carriage date};
F5={title of book, author, fixed price, ISBN, supplier, class, publication date};
F6={title of book, author, publisher, discount, Shengcai price, publication date, top carriage date};
F7={title of book, translator, publisher};
F8={A category, title of book, translator, publisher, sub-category, price, discount, publication date}.
After pattern matching, the interfaces are described as follows. I2, I3, I4, I5, I6, I7}   F2= {I1, I2, I3, I8, I6, I5, I7}   F3= {I1, I2, I3, I8, I6, I5, I7, I9}   F4= {I1, I2, I3, I8, I6, I5, I7, I9}   F5= {I1, I2, I5, I8, I10, I4, I7}   F6= {I1, I2, I3, I6, I5, I7, I9}   F7= {I1, I2, I3}   F8= {I4, I1, I2, I3, I4, I5, I6, 
Query Conditions Selection
In accordance with the above definition, we get the data structure to be processed by Apriori algorithm shown in Fig. 6 . The minimum support is set to 0.9, that means the query conditions to be chosen appear in at least (0.9 * 8) 7 query interfaces. The experimental results after the implementation of the Apriori algorithm are showed in Fig. 7 .
Finally, the maximal frequent item sets are {I1, I2, I3} and {I1, I2, I5, I7}. So we select {I1, I2, I3, I5, I7} to be integrated query conditions, scilicet {title of book, author, publisher, price, publication date}.
Generating the Control Elements of Query Conditions
After selecting the integrated query conditions, the next step is to generate the integrated query conditions' control elements. Control elements of query condition sets {I1, I2, I3, I5, I7} are showed as follows. 
Put the above content into the production system, after running, the conclusion is obtained: 
Generating the Value Range of Control Elements
After defining the query conditions control elements, the next step is to generate value range of select and checkbox control element. According to the conclusion of the production system, the query condition which needs to generate value range is I7, and it is the time query condition. Finally we add "search" and "reset" buttons and its corresponding function and obtain the integrated interface generated from the eight query interfaces, the integrated interface is shown in Fig. 8 . 
Experiment of Integrated Interface Construction
This paper uses 42 query interfaces of book area to construct integrated interface by our method, and adds "search" and "reset" buttons and their corresponding function, finally we obtain the integrated interface which is shown in Fig. 9 .
Experiments show that our method can be effective to generate the integrated query interface and provides users with an area representative integrated query interface which has convenient conversion function. 
Conclusion
This paper proposes a Deep Web integrated interface construction method based on the Apriori algorithm and divides the construction into three parts: integrated query conditions selection, control element generation and value range generation. The method uses Apriori algorithm to select query conditions, then construct a mathematical model for the query conditions selection and gives the solution of the mathematical model. It can get the query condition set which appears most frequently in one area. This paper summarizes the conversion rules between different types of control elements. The integrated query interface constructed by these rules has good query translation to every other query interface of one area. Experiments show that the method can be effective to generate the integrated query interface, and can provide users with an area representative integrated query interface which has a convenient conversion function. The further work is to determine evaluation criteria for the integrated query interface. We will carry out relevant research and evaluate the integrated query interface's performance objectively.
